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Meaning of Mathematics’ and, in contrast, P. Halmos on ‘Mathematics as a 
Creative Art’), presentations of mathematical content (e.g., K. Appel and W. 
Haken on ‘The Four-Color Problem’), glimpses of twentieth-century philosophies 
of mathematics (e.g., I. Lakatos on ‘Proofs and Refutations’), insights into the 
impact of the computer on late twentieth-century mathematics (e.g., D. E. Knuth 
on ‘Computer Science and Mathematics’), essays contrasting the scientific (e.g., 
M. Rees on ‘Early Years of the Mathematics Program at ONR’) and artistic (e.g., 
F. LeLionnais on ‘Beauty in Mathematics’) sides of mathematics, and tracts on 
mathematical pedagogy (e.g., E. Fenneman on ‘Sex-Related Differences in Math- 
ematics Achievement: Where and Why’). 
D. M. Campbell and J. C. Higgins have succeeded admirably in giving both the 
general reader and the professional mathematician and scientist a valuable supple- 
ment to The World of Mathematics. They have gathered in one set as good a 
collection of essays on the mathematical milieu as has been compiled since its 
publication. Additionally, their commentaries generally tie the collection together 
well, although there is some unevenness in the biographical information supplied 
about the authors of the articles. This reviewer has found the collection to be a 
wonderful supplement to basic history of mathematics texts (such as those of H. 
Eves or D. Burton) in teaching four different offerings of a history of mathematics 
course. The collection provides insights into twentieth-century mathematics nec- 
essarily not found in such history texts and also offers an extremely varied and 
interesting kaleidoscope of overviews of mathematics to previously unsuspecting 
upper undergraduate and beginning graduate mathematics students. It is also 
relatively inexpensive, and the length and nature of the articles lend themselves to 
“writing across the curriculum” assignments and to classroom presentations by 
both students and teacher. 
One aid-an index-would definitely facilitate the pedagogical as well as the 
general use of this anthology. It is hoped that the authors will see fit to append 
such an addition to their otherwise splendid anthology in any new printing or 
edition of it. In sum, this reviewer highly recommends this collection to anyone 
interested in learning about the current mathematical scene, and especially to 
teachers for use in history of mathematics courses. 
The Examiner. James Booth and the Origins of Common Examinations. By Frank 
Foden. Leeds Studies in Adult and Continuing Education. Leeds (University 
of Leeds School of Continuing Education). 1989. vii + 221 pp. No price 
stated. 
Reviewed by I. Grattan-Guinness 
Middlesex Polytechnic at Enjield, Middlesex EN3 4SF, England 
A course of instruction often leads to an examination; or is the line of influence 
reversed, in that the structure of the examination guides the course preceding it? 
This important question, often on the minds of educators, is often curiously 
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missing from the consideration of historians. It is, however, given thoughtful 
treatment in Chapter 5 of this excellent volume, which describes in detail an 
interesting man who had a remarkable and unexpected influence upon the evolu- 
tion of the school examination system in England. 
James Booth (1806-1878) was an Irishman trained as a mathematician at Trinity 
College Dublin at a time when Irish mathematics was flowering to international 
prominence. (On this development see [I. Grattan-Guinness 19881.) He produced 
a measure of modest mathematical results, the most notable being the system of 
Plucker coordinates, independent of- but after-his German contemporary; there 
were also short papers on other aspects of geometry, and on the calculus and 
mechanics, enough work in all to gain him a Fellowship of the Royal Society. (It is 
surveyed in the obituary [Glaisher 18791, which is not cited here.) But the most 
substantial influence of the College upon him was the heavy and arcane system of 
examinations employed there (Chapter I), for in his later life this subject became his 
obsession. 
Moving to England in his thirties, Booth took teaching posts (and also religious 
orders), achieving varying degrees of success in education at institutions in Bris- 
tol, Liverpool, and the London suburb of Wandsworth. But he came to promi- 
nence in connection with the Society of Arts in London, when in the early 1850s it 
decided to institute programs of examination. The activity was seen as especially 
applied to the level of instruction provided by the Mechanics’ Institutes; but it 
went beyond that context in, for example, testing schoolmistresses with puzzles 
such as ‘5. What is the best teapot to use, and why?’ (p. 115). 
Booth was the leading figure in the Society of Arts for the prosecution of the 
program, and the scheme spread both fast and wide, to the extent that a second 
center was opened at which the candidates could sit the examinations (which were 
both written and oral). This was in the Yorkshire industrial town of Huddersfield 
(Chapter 10) and marked the beginning of the substantial involvement in education 
which has characterized the town from that time on [G. H. Grattan-Guinness 
19513. (Some indication of the developments taking place outside England would 
have been a welcome addition.) 
A cantankerous individual, Booth did not last long in the Society of Arts with 
the examination program. He was more or less manipulated out of the way in 1857 
(Chapter 11) and went into a disgruntled exile as a parish vicar for the nearly 20 
years until the end of his life (Chapter 12). Still, the consequences of his actions 
were as extraordinary in their rapidity as in their scale, for they were in place 
before his departure. His own concerns with the Society of Arts were largely 
related to the examiantion of mature students, and this was increased when the 
system was adopted by the City and Guilds of London Institute in the late 1870s. 
Similar schemes were quickly instituted for the testing of schoolchildren, starting 
with a scheme at Oxford in 1857 (p. 150). This latter movement came to supersede 
its predecessor and spread into the bizarre scattering of examining boards 
throughout Britain. These boards, independent yet influential, represent a verita- 
ble sea for punter-candidates to trawl in order to find the ‘easiest’ one for a 
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particular subject (to recall a favorite topic of my own schooldays in Hudders- 
field), and now face new challenges under the government’s ‘National Cur- 
riculum’ . 
Booth himself was sceptical of the merit of this adaptation of his scheme to 
schoolchildren (p. 153), but his advocacy of it within his chosen context involved 
confidence in the examination as such. While this confidence may be hard for 
some to share, it persists today and indeed constitutes the main source of Booth’s 
influence: the notion of the examiner as king and the teacher as subsidiary jerk 
worthy of low pay. In an interesting section (pp. 88-95) Foden shows how Booth 
was himself strongly influenced by (among other things, the paternalism of) Adam 
Smith and Jeremy Bentham in forming his position. 
A suite of nice plates (including one of the disgruntled Vicar) adorns the book 
and good use has been made of a variety of archives. (There appears to be no 
Nuchlass for Booth.) Some minor but overly neglected figures are brought into 
welcome light (capsule biographies of several are furnished on pp. M-193), and 
we also find luminaries such as Airy and Stokes serving as examiners. The book is 
well referenced, although the notes are end- rather than foot-, and I found ineffica- 
cious the mixture of dating codes and partial separate bibliography. 
The Examiner is not a volume in the history of mathematics proprement dite; 
but its main figure was a mathematician, and mathematics syllabi and examina- 
tions (mostly mensuration and elementary geometry and mechanics) feature in the 
narrative. It deserves the careful attention of historians of education in general. 
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